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Kyoto sweets café
京の甘味処
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Takatsuji Main Shop: 1F Kyoto Takatsuji Bldg., 521 Inari-cho, 
Takatsuji-dori, Higashinotoin-higashi-iru, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto 

高辻本店：京都市下京区高辻通東洞院東入稲荷町521番地 
京都高辻ビル1階

茶寮翠泉

TEL: 075-278-0111  OPEN: 10:30 to 18:00 (L.O. 17:30) (No regular holidays)
5 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi 
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Karasuma Oike Shop: 1F Karasuma Oike Medical Mall, 461 Kinbuki-
cho, Ryogaemachi-dori, Oshikoji-dori-agaru, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

烏丸御池店：京都市中京区両替町通押小路上ル金吹町461番地 
烏丸御池メディカルモール1階

TEL: 075-221-7010  OPEN: 10:30 to 18:00 (L.O. 17:30) (No regular holidays)
10 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi 
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Kyoto Gion Shop: 7F FOOD HALL Sumitomo Fudosan Kyoto Bldg.,
68 Shin-cho, Shijo-dori, Kawaramachi-higashi-iru, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

京都祇園：京都市下京区四条通河原町東入真町68番地
住友不動産京都ビルFOOD HALL 7階

TEL: 075-744-1090  OPEN: 11:00 to 21:00 (L.O. 20:30) (No regular holidays)
10 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi 
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URL: http://saryo-suisen.com

http://www.facebook.com/saryosuisen @saryosuisen

A teahouse made in the image of a tearoom, full of 
Japanese atmosphere, with matcha green tea sweets 
made with famous Uji tea.

➡Marokoi Matcha 
Latte (hot) 3D Art, 
¥700. You might 
receive a cute 
character like this. 
Many other matcha 
dishes are available.

*All the menu items 
featured here (except the 
Rich Matcha Soft Serve 
Ice Cream) are only 
available at the Takatsuji 
Main Shop and the 
Karasuma Oike Shop.

⬆The shaved ice 
desserts are popular 
during the summer. 
Matcha Awayuki Kori 
(Kiwami) ¥1,430. The ice 
melts in your mouth as 
quickly as fresh snow.

⬆Takatsuji Main Shop exterior ⬆Takatsuji Main Shop interior ⬆Karasuma Oike 
Shop interior

⬆Matcha Jelly Ice 
Cream, ¥880. Pour on 
matcha syrup to eat.

⬆Rich Matcha Soft Serve 
Ice Cream to take out, 
¥600.

⬆Suisen Parfait, ¥1,180, is full of matcha �avor, and is a popular menu item that uses various sweets 
made with high-quality matcha tea. The dorayaki pancake and the soft and springy texture of the shi-
ratama dumplings are sure to leave a lasting impression. *All prices include tax.

Along Takatsuji-dori Street and across from busy Shijo-
dori Street, is a great sweets café that is a well-kept secret, 
conveniently located a 5-minute walk from Shijo subway 
station. �e building is reminiscent of a traditional Japanese 
townhouse, revealing a small garden inside. Subdued light-
ing creates a relaxed ambience for enjoying special desserts, 
surrounded by a Japanese mood.

�e “Suisen Parfait” is the top recommendation. Using 
high quality matcha ice cream, Japanese red-bean pancake, 
friand cake and sweet rice shiratama dumplings, it is a veri-
table assortment of matcha �avors. As might be expected 
from using �ne matcha tea, not only does it taste delicious, 
but its vivid green color also makes photos shine, making 
your trip to Japan memorable. �e “Marokoi Matcha Latte 
(hot) 3D Art” with 3D characters made by the artistic sta�, 
is also much talked about. What character will come to your 
table is something to look forward to.

You can also order sweets to go, such as the popular rich 
matcha so� serve ice cream, and “warabimochi” (bracken 
starch) sweets. Bring them back to your place of accommo-
dation and enjoy a break with Japanese sweets. Saryo Suisen 
has two other branches, so visit the one nearest you now, 
and relish the taste of top-quality matcha sweets.

COUPON Show this magazine when you order to receive 
an original present of a baked sweet. 19


